Vandniya Mataji a true Mother
Vandniya Mata Bhagvati Devi Sharma is the true Mother for every body. But who can be the
Mother? Mataji has a very clear concept about this. In one of her discourses she said, “One
who gives physical birth is called janani, but one who gives samskaras to the child
relentlessly makes effort to mould the life of the child is mother. Ma is always involved to push
their children upwards, forwards and make arrangement for their inner development.
Mataji used to say “My child, I am not Janani of all of you, but I am certainly a true mother
who will give good sanskars to you”.
She was always working according to the above statement in every dimension, this truth was
repeatedly expressed. The food she used to serve, which used to contain the greatest power
and density. Poojya Gurudev was telling this to devotees in clearly that, you people, do not
think that Mataji is an ordinary woman; she was a personified, Santi & Shakti Swaroopa. She
is Mahasakti, she is hiding her spiritual riches (Aadhyatmika Aiswarya) and is living like a
normal women. To recognize her, understand her correctly is not easy. The truth is that even
by coming into contact with her the passionate impurities the afflicted embellishments are
destroyed. In her personality the seeds of divine purification are sown.
Poojya Gurudev used to say,” Never think & make that mistake that, the food of Matajii is
simple. It is filled with extra ordinary spiritual energy. She transformed divine energy into the
food. Thousands and millions might have taken food from the kitchen of Mataji. Many must
have experienced it. Sometimes this experience was so impact, that they could not control the
revealing.
Who so ever ate Vandniya Mataji’s food their entire life style got change. Their thinking
pattern different than before. Their life becomes a real Bhramin, Simple living & High thinking.
The emotional mother Bhagvati descended as an answer to the prayers and penance of the
sadhaks. It is for the purpose alone that the pure consciousness of the Matrutva (mother
principle) crystallized and descended in physical form. The divine light Matrutva (mother
principle) takes birth in order to fulfill the spiritual desire of the sadhaks which are continuing
from many lives. The light of this great soul not only illuminates the various worlds but it also
illuminates the inner minds of the people. By the descent of this Yug Shakti, the worldy
atmosphere is filled with a special smell. Awakened souls experience wonderful and great
vibrations in their inner hearts. The Rishis, Devathas and Saints get prepared for the great
event--------- the descent of the divine light Adishakti. A unique consciousness is spreading in
everything divine. During these magic moments of the descent of Adi Shakti, similar
experiences were uttered.

